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November, 1936.

Item 14.1.

REGIONAL TRANSMITTING STATIONS AT
BROOKMANS PARK, MOORSIDE EDGE,
WESTERGLEN AND WASHFORD CROSS.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Each of these stations houses two medium wave transmitters choke-modulated
at low power, of the type described in Item 15.1. One of these radiates the National
programme and the other the Regional progra,mme.
A typical general arrangement is shown in X'igure 1.
The units of the two transmitters are ranged along opposite sides of the Transmitter
Ilall with the switchboard for applyrng and regulating the working voltages at one end.
The main supply to the station is D.C. 'a,t 230 volts and is generated by Diesel electric
plant in the Engine room at the far

end. of

the building and controlled from the Engine room

switchboard. A battery is provided for running the station lighting, Engine room

auxiliary plant when the engines are shut down. The Battery room
adjoins the Engine room and the latter also contains d.uplicate booster plant.
The conversion plant for the generation of supplies at the voltages actually required
for the operation of the transmitters, is installed in the Machine room which adjoins the
Transmitter Hall. Three complete sets of machines, distinguished by red, white and blue
markings, are provided, one set for each of the transmitters and one spare. The Machine
room also contains two switchboards which carry the motor control switchgear.
The Ofiice block has two floors, and, apart from the various ofiices, staff rooms, gam'ge
and stores, contains two Control rooms, one for each transmitter, a Quality Checking room,
a Drive room housiug the fork drive equipment for one transmitter, a Test room containing
special A.C. testing apparatus and the rebroadcasting receiver for relaying the National
programme in the event of failure of the lines, and L.T. and II.T. battery rooms providing
the various supplies for the operation of the Control room and associated equipment.
There is a Crypt below the Transmitter llall extending along both sides under the two
transmitters and along the end under the switchboard. This contains various a,ccessory
plant associated with the water-cooling system and generators for operating the constant
frequency drivo equipment.
(Pi,gure I attaahed,)
accessories and other
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Item

ENGINE ROOM
Description of Plant
The power supply for the station is derived from {our' [i-c:ylinder crude oil engines which,
together with the generators driven by them, are installed on a 600 ton concrete raft. This
rests on a bed of cork 2! inches in thickness rvhich prevents t,he vibratiorr from being trarrsmitted to the rest of the building. The rating of the engines at the valious stations is as
follows :-

Brookmans Park

lloorside Edge
Westerglen

Washford Cross

Rating of Engines.
B.H.P. at 300 r.p.m.
B.H.P. at 335 r.p.m.
B.H.P. at 350 r.p.m.
B.H.P. at 350 r.p.m.

300
345
365
420

Rating of Generators.

A. at
A. at
A. at
1065A. at

V. D.C.
V. D.C.
V. D.C.
23O V. D.C.

900

230

1050
1065

230
230

Normally three engines are required to carry tlie full load when both transmitters are
radiatiug.

Exhaust rroise is suppressed by conveying the exhaust gases to a buried expansion
charnber at tlie rear of the building. Here also are located two 75-ton fuel storage tanks,
arrd the water-cooling equipment fol the engines.
All auxiiiary apparatus, such as fuel pumps, air courplessors, etc., is electrir:ally driven,
power being delived eithcr from the generators themselves or the rnain sborage ba,ttery. It is
calculated that the maximum fuel reserve is sufficient to lun the station for three rnonth.s

full lontl rronditions.
'Ihe generators are eight pole, shunt-wound D.C. machines, with series conuected interpoles, and their voltage rnay be varied between 200 and 260 volts by means of fielti legulirtors
rnounted on the switchboard.
A 230 voIt,2,000 ampere-hour lead accurnulator battery of l15 cells is installed to take
the lighting and auxiliary loads cluring ttori-transmitting periods. In an ernergency, the
battery is capable of taking ovel the full ioacl of a single generator for ha]I an hour.
'I'he battery volta,ge regulation is carried out, by meilns of harrcl reversible boostcrs whioh
are used at all times except during periocls of ver)- ligirt load, when slight voitage variations
are of no importanoe. The boosters are installed in tirc. Engine room. '-llie motors are fourpole compound-wound machines oI tire o1:en protectecl type with series corrnected interpoles,
and the generators are open protected six-pole machines iraving separately excited fieid
lyindings and series-paralleled interpole-.. The genelator fields al'e con(rected in paraiiel
with their respective motor shunt,s, their poiaritl' being reversible by means of poterrtiorneter
type field regulators on the batt,ery panei.
Wlilst transrnissiorr is irr plogless the batter;' is floated across the porver sw'itehboald
bus bars, as this has a st,eadying ellect otr thc genertrtols ancl helps to keep the bus bar volt,age
constant under loaci valiat,iors.
uuder normal

Engine Room Switchboard
The su'itchboard consists of a serics of vert,ical panels of ebony Sirrda,nyo strpported orr
steel frarnervork. A sl-'aro of tivo lect is left bct',r'een the bacii of thc stvitchboard
and the rvall, eri,ch cnrl of the enr,iosure tlir-rs lolmed ireirrg bloclicrl iiy sheet iron and expanded
metal doors.

a
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ENGINE ROOM
Engine Room Switchboard

(Contd,.)

Electrically, the general scheme centres round three main bus bars whrch run the whole
Iength of the switchboard, forming two circuits to which the centre bus bar is common and
negative in polarity, whilst the upper and lower are alternative positives.
Either or both circuits may be employed at a time, linking with the individual pane
circuits being performed by heavy knife switches, a single-pole, single-throw switch for the
negative and a single-pole, double-throw switch for the positive conrrection in each case.
On the left-hand end of the switchboard is a swivelling bracket supporting three voltmeters, two of which (see Figure 2) arc connected permanently across the upper and lower
bus bar circuits, whilst the third may be made to read any one of the four generator output
4PA&
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Interl,oclcing Ci,rauits.

kW. Generator Panel.

(Enpine Room Switchboard).

voltages by means of a connector plug, a socket for which is fitted on each generator panel.
The latter meter is for use when a machine is being paralleled on to the bus bars.
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ENGINE ROOM

Main Generator Panels. (Xigure

3)

in number, one for use witlt each generator.
In addition to the bus bar iink switches, each panel is fittedwith a field regulator, a twopole breaker incorporating no-volt, overload and reverse current releases, and a watt-hour
meter. The breaker is of a type which is used in various other circuits, and may there{ore
These are four

in some detail.
Before the breaker can be closed, a catch, operated by the armature of the no-volt coil,
must engage. This means, of course, that the no-volt coil must be energised, which can
happen only if the following conditions are satisfied.
be described

(a) The generat,or voltage must have reached a certa,in value (dependent upon the
initial adjustment of the release).
(b) The negative link switch J9 must be closed, thus making the auxiliary contact .Br.
(c) The positive link switch ,4 must connect to one or other of the bus bars, closing
contact A, or Ar.
These conditions having been fulfiIled, the han<Ile of the breaker C may be moved upwards
into the re-set position, at which point, contact C, closes and shorts out a portion of the economy
resistance. This alLows an increased current to flow in the no-volt coil, which then draws up

the armature and operates the catch.
On moving the breaker handl.e downwards, the main contacts connect the machine to

the bus bars. In this position, C, is closed completing the shunt circuit of the reyerse
current release, whilst C, is broken re.inserting the fuII economy resistance in the no-volt
coil circuit,. The reduced current is, irowever, sufiicient, to hold the armature of the latter.
The reverse current, release has two windings, a series and a shunt,. When the generator
voltage is equal t,o or greater than that of the bus bars to wirich it is connected, the fields of
these windings are in opposition and the associated armatut'e remains unattracted. If,
howevet, the generator voltage falls below that, of the bus bars, causing a reversal of current
in the series winding, the increased field draws the armature up and trips the breaker.
There are two overload coils, one in each leg of t,he circuit,. With each is incorporated
a time lag device consisting of a small vane rvhich is set spinning by the drag on the solenoid
plunger when an overload occur.'s. Before the release wiII operat,e the trip, this vane has to
revolve a pre-determined number of times, thus ensuring that an overload of brief duration
will not bring out the breaker. If, holvever, the overload current is very heavy, a clutch
comes into operation, puttirrg t,he spinner out, of action and tripping the breaker
instantaneously.

Battery and Booster Panels. (Iigure

4)

These comprise tlrree sections in aII, namely, the battery panel and tire two boost,er panels,
the boosters being employed alternateiy. The spare booster rnotor may be run up for test
whilst the other is in use, but should not be left running for any considerable time, {or, as
wiII be seen later, it renders a portion of the inter-iocking device inoperative should a fault

occur.

,J
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Drauins RBtIDll4? i4 (5h.2.\
(A) Pouer Circuits.

ENGINE ROOM
Eattery and Booster Panels

(Contd.)

The booster motor panels are identical and

carry a single-pole breaker with no-volt

and

overload releases, a five-point starting switch and
the negative link switch (connection to the positive
bus bar being made through a eommorl link and
breaker on the battery panel).

When running up a machine the starting
switches are closed successively, each cutting out
/!@:

O'. e' , Cl o$Y @c
Qes F6'nOd
O2,ezU aZ c!.4 w!?H @@

Drawing RSlIDil4T14 (S/r. 3).

(B\ Interlocki,ng Circuits.

Fig. 4. Battery and Booster

Panels.

(Engine Roorn Switchboard).

a section of the starter

of these switches from being closed out of sequenr:e.
On the battery panel there are two breakers,

similar in construction to those on the main
generator panels, one fitted with an overload
release, connected in the positive supply lead to
the panel and the other (marked G in Figure 4)
with no-volt and overload releases, completing
the battery circuit to the negative bus bar.
6

l---

:e-

resistance.

A simple mechanical device prevents any one

,-a
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ENGINE ROOM
Battery and Booster Panels

(Contd,.)

The two booster fleld regulators are mounted in the centre of the panel, whilst on the
lower portion, in addition to the link switches, there are the booster output change-over
switch, the shorting switch / and the battery link connectors.
As regards the meters on the pa,nel, the 120-0-120 voltmeter reads the voltage of either
booster, and the 0-350 voltmeter reads battery, battery and booster or bus bar potentials;
there are also a 1,500-0-750 charge-discharge ammeter and a recording volt,-ammeter for
battery records.
Normally the batter;z is kept permanently connected across the bus bars. The booster
will always be required in circuit when the generators are connected to the bus bars, in order
to adjust the voltage of the battery circuit to equality with the bus bar voltage. The booster
can be retained in circuit after the engines have been shut down if it should be required to
maintain the voltage constant, but normally during the shut-down periods the load is light
and constancy of voltage is not, essential.
If we consider the condition with only the battery connected across the bus bars and the
booster out of circuit, the links A arld C, the positive breaker, the breaker G, the shorting switch .E', will all be closed. To start up the booster (let it be that on the left-hand side
in n'igure 4, Power Circuit) the negative link switih and the breaker D must be closed. Before
attempt'ing torun upthenlotor, the field, regulotor of the generator must be set in the no volt'
pos'ition otherwise d,amage will, ensue. Referring to the interlock circuit, since the battery
is connected across the bus bars, switches -4 and C and the positive breaker are closed ancl
curent wiII flow in the no-volt coil of the breaker D as soon as its auxiliary switch D. closes
in the reset, position of the breaker. It will, t,herefore, be possible to close the breaker. When
this is done its auxiliary contact D, makes and D, releases inserting the economy resistance
in circuit ; the reduced current will, however, be adequate to hold the no-volt trip mechanism
operated. The motor should be run up, the booster change-over switch suitably operated and
the switch .t' opened, placing the booster output in series with the battery. (This sequenae
must be Jollowed, otherwise the breakers w,i,ll, come out.) The booster voltage should then be
adjusted until the normal bus bar voltage is reached. To shut down the booster and leave
the battery connected across the bus bars, the switching operations are carried out in the
reverse order. The generator field regulator must be set in the no-uolt position and the shorting
switch .F then closed. The change-over switch should next be opened and the motor run
down, its circuit breaker tripped, and its negative link switch opened.
If for certain maintenance work it has been necessary to have the bus bars dead, the
battery will have been tripped off the bus bars. To put it back, the circuit breaker G must
be closed, but before this can be done its interlocking circuit must be completed by closing the
switch P, lhe link switches .4. and C, and the positive circuit breaker, causing the auxiliary
contacts IL, Cr and. either A, or 42 to be closed. Contact G, closes when the breaker is
moved into the reset position causing the no-volt coil to be energised, and the holding circuit,
including the economy resistance, is completed via contact G, when the breaker is closed,
contact G, then being opened.
If for any reason the battery has been tripped ofi the bus bars while the main generators
are connected to them, the booster must be br.ought into circuit before reconnecting the battery.
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ENGINE ROOM
Battery and Booster Panels.

(Contd'.)

The order of operation, is, therefore, to close switches A ar;.d C, the positive circuit breaker
on the battery panel, and the negative link on the booster motor panel, and to open switch .8.
The booster motor circuit breaker D cart then be closed and , with the generator field regulator

4).
(A) Pott:er Circuit.

Drawing RBlIDll4Tl4 (Sft,.

Dra,wi.ng

RSlIDlL4Tl4 (Slr. 3).

(B) Interlocking Circuits.

f ig. 5.
(Engine Roort Swltchboard).

500 kW. Feeder Panels.

ia.lhe no-aoli position, the motor should be run up. The change-over switch for connecting the
generator output in series with the battery should then be closed and the combined Yoltage
adjusted to the same value as that of the bus bars. The battery may now be connected to
the bus bars by closing the circuit breaker G, its interlocking circuit being completed via the
auxiliary contact D, of the booster motor circuit breaker D.

Main Feeder Panels. (ni,gure 5)
There are two main feeder panels on the Engine room switchboard controlling the two
bus bar circuits to the Machine room switchboard. Each circuit is capable of carrying the full
load,but both maybe usedwith advantage, inorder toreducetransmissionandcontact losses.

Ar
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ENGINE ROOM
Main Feeder Panels.

(Contit.)

On each panel is mounted a single-pole, heavy-duty circuit, breaker, embodying time
lag, overload arrd no-volt releases. This breaker completes the positive leg of the circuit
and, as shown in the 'interlock' diagram, it cannot be closed until link switches A and B
and the sa{ety switch on the machine
switchboard have been made.
The breaker is closed by moving the
handle upwards until, contact C having
been closed, the trip mechanism enga,ges.
A downward movement then closes the
main contacts, the no-volt circuit being
held by contact, C2. A red lamp lights
on the panel as soon as the outgoing
feeders are alive.
A trigger, mounted between the
breaker handle irons, disengages the trip
when it is desired to open the breaker.

Lighting and Auxiliary Feeder
Panel (Figure

b)

The end panel on the switchboard

controls the supplies to the Engine room
and transmitter auxiliaries and the building
lighting circuits. Link switches connect
the panel circuits to the switchboard bus
bars, whilst three single-pole breakers,
with overload releases, control the outgoing feeders to the various circuits. No
interlocking devices are incorpora'oed.

Drawi,ng RSlIDlt4T14 (Slz. 4).

fig. 6. Li$hting and Auxiliary

Feeder

Panel,

(Engine Roorn Swltchboard).
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MACHINE ROOM
Main H.T. Supply Motor-Generator
Theso machines are

Sets
three in number, one for use with

each

transpitter and the third in

reserYe.

The motors are six-pole compound wound machines with series connected interpoles
running at a normal speed of 720 r.p.m. Coupled to the shaft of each motor are two individual
generators which, connected in series, produce a maximum current of 19 amperes, at 12,000

V

volts.

The generators are four-pole shunt-wound machines with series interpoles and decompounding windings, the interpole windings being shunted by a non-inductive resistance
to take the inductive discharge should the load be suddenly removed.
The generator armatures are each divided into two individual wave windings, placed
one orrer the other, and brought out to separate commutators at either end of the core. The
four windings are connected in series, each producing one quarter of the total output voltage
of the machine.
The major insulation is located between armature cores and hub (ihe Iatter being at, earth
potential) and consists of a square-section sleeve of pressed mica, held solidly between
the two metal surfaces, the ends being extend,ed to prevent creeping. This insulation is
capable of withstanding a potential of 20,000 volts R,.M.S. at, 50 cycles, there being thus an
ample factor of safety.
Pressed mica is also embodied in the slot insulation, which is tested up to 7,500 volts
R.M.S. between winding and core. Actually, the cores are maintained at a potential equal
to that of the juncture of the two windings they carry, connection being made by means of a
brush bearing on the metal extension of one commutator end-ring. The action of this arrangement is shown iu Figure 13.
The interpoles and de-compounding windings are connected at the negative or earthy end
of the generator output, for obvious re&sons, whilst, the shunt fleld windings are excited in
parallel with those of the motor field, output voltage regulation being agcomplished by means
of rheostats on the Transmitter llall switchboard and control desks.
The efiect oi th" decompounding windings is such that, in the event of an overload
occurring, the pole flux is iustantly diminished, dropping the armature voltage and thus
reducing the short circuit current.
Each machine is surrounded by a steel fence, access being gained through a gate with
which is incorporated a safety switch. The latter prevents the machine being run up whilst
the gate is open (see X'igure 8, Interlocking Circuit) but it should be borne in mind that although the gate may be opened, and the exciting and driving current thus removed, as Iong
as the machine is revolving a considerable voltage will be induced in the armature windings
due to residual magnetism. Earthing switches are therefore provided for short-circuiting
the armature winding if it should be necessary to do any work on the machine with the
armature revolving.
The leakage indicators are mounted on the bedplates of the E.T. machines, and aro
connected between the junctions of the armature windings and the core upon which they

ll
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MACHINE ROOM
Main H.T. Supply Motor-Generator Sets. (Contd,.)
are wound, the circuit being completed by the brush bearing on the commutator end-ring.
The leakage indicator consists of a relay and a resistance, the latter limiting the current
flowing between winding and core should leakage occur. In the case of slot insulation failure,

V

the relay is energised by the leakage current, and operates a trip, the closing of which completes
the circuit, of indicating lamps on the Machine room and Transmitter llall switchboards.
As long as the machine is running under these conditions, the potential between one end of
the undamaged winding and the core rnay rise t,o a maximum of 6,000 volts, which should,
however, be insufficient to break it down, and it is thus possible to keep the machine in circuit
until another can be run up to take its place.

Filament Supply Motor-Generator Sets
Three of these machines are installed, each capable o{ dealing with the filament load
of a single transmitter, thus allowing one set to be kept in reserve.
The motors are identical in every respect with those fitted to the boosters, whilst, the
generators, similar in mechanical detail to the booster generators, are designed to deliver
1,300 amperes at voltages ranging from 15 to 30.

Small Motor-Generator Sets
A number of small motor-generator sets a,re installed in the Machine room, their various
output voltages and functions being tabulated below. The motors and generators are aII
two-pole shunt-wound machines of the enclosed ventilated type, with grease-cup lubricated
ball bearings. Their normal running speed is I,500 r.p.m.
The generators, with the exception of the smallest grid bias machine, are each fitted
with a single series connected interpole, whilst aII are excited in shunt with their respective
motor f.eld windings.
Three grid bias generators, one of each type, are coupled to a single motor, the combination
thus constituting a complete grid bias supply to one transmitter.
The motor generator sets are mounted on concrete pedestals and their various leads
are taken through the hollow interiors of the pedestals to ducts running underneath the
flooring to the switchboards.
Deta'il,s

o! Small, Motor-Generator

Drive H.T. Generators (3

Sets,

Rat'ing

Maah,ine

r000/2000 Y.

Sets)

Worlcing Cond,'itions (Appror.)
2000 v.

200 mA.

Modulator, Separator and Modulated
Amplifier H.T. Generators (3 Sets)
'A' IJnit, Grid Bias Generators (3 Sets)

2500/3000 v.
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MACHINE ROOM

Machine Room Switchboards
This switchboard is divided into two sections, the first controlling the incoming feeders
and the H.T. and the L.T. motor-generators, and the second the small II.T. and grid bias sets.
The mechanical construction of the boards is similar to that of the Engine room switchboard, as are the fundamental electrical arrangements (i.e., the three bus bars, alternate
circuit system with link switches, is adopted). Common bus bars are used for both switchboards.

\g/

Incominp, Feeder Panels. (Pigure

7)

There are two of these panels upon which terminate the feeders carrying the supply
from the Engine room switchboard. Connection is made to the switchboard bus bars by
means of link switches, no breakers being employed. No interlocking system is incorporated,
the auxiliary contacts on the link switches merely lighting pilot lamps on the panels. The
links therefore should never be opened or closed unless the tumbler switches which control
the feeder breakers on the Engine room switchboard are in the o// position.

H.T. Motor-Generator Panels. (Iigure 8)
These panels each control one of the maiu.-,'II.T. motor-generator sets. They embody
the usual link switches, a single-pole breaker with no-volt and overload releases and a ninestep motor starter. The breaker is of similar type to those on the main generator panels,
and the starter switches like those on the booster motor panels, can only be closed in
correct sequence.
The electrical interlock system functions in connection with the no-volt coil on the
breaker. It will be seen that the breaker cannot be closed until both link switches, the gate
switch already referred to, and the tumbler switch on the H.T. panel (Transmitter HaIl
switchboard) have been closed.

Filament Current Motor-Generator Panels.

(-Figure g)

These panels are similar in essentials to the H.T. motor-generator panels, but the switchgear is of Iighter construction. In the interlocking circuit, there is, of course, no gate-switch.

Small Motor-Generator Switchboard. (Figure l0)

\.

This consists of nine identical panels. OnIy one circuit is therefore shown. The motor
starter is a single-pole knife switch which, when moved upwards, shorts out sections of the
resistance as it makes contact with successive springs. There is no automatically delayed
movement in the switch, it being left to the operator to start the machine without undue
acceleration.
Before the motor can be started the contactor at the top of the panel must be ma,de
to close. This ig done by moving the starting handle downwards until the fibre pin presses
on a button, thus completing the contactor circuit which is sell-holding. A second press
button is provided which breaks the contactor holding circuit when closing down.
The overload release, also operating in the contactor circuit, is mounted on the lowor
portion of the panel Alter an overload the release must be reset by moving the handle
provided for the purpose back to the horizontal position.
15.
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TRANSMITTER HALL
Transmitter Hall Switchboard

\r'

The mechanical construction of this board is similarto thatadopted in theswitchboards
already doscribed, except that it is placed further from the wall in order to leave room for the
H.T. cubicles and smoothing apparatus enclosure.
The various panels, with the exception of that which controls the Fork room battery
charging supply, are arranged in groups of three, each group oontrolling the outputs of the
motor-generators associated with it.
The actual diversion of the output and field connections of a particular generator
(excluding tho filament machines) to one or other of the transmitters, is carried out by means
of switches operated by special keys. Thus, with each group of panels, corresponding to
three particular generi,tors, there are twq keys, one for each transmitter. These keys, and
the locks with which they aro used, are so designed that when, for instance, Transmitter No. I
key is fitted to one of the locks, it can only be turned in the direction which throws the switch
contacts to the Transmitter No. I position. Once turned, the key cannot be withdrawn
until it has re.opened the switch contacts, while Transmitter No. 2 key, inserted in a lock,
will only turn in the opposite direction. It is, therefore, impossible to parallel two generators.
In the case of the main H.T. switchboards, the principle ad.opted is the same, but the switchgear is of heavier construction and a detachable handle is employed instead of a key.
On each panel a pilot lamp of distinctive colour, lights as soon as the motor-generator
associated with the panel is started, the lamp being joined in shunt across the motor field.
All connections to the Transmitter llall switchboard are brought up from the crypt
through apertures in the floor at the back of the board, those from the Machine room being
conveyed thither through ducts.

Filament Generator Panels. (Xigure LL)
Each of these panels carries a single-pole, heavy-duty circuit breaker with overload
release, a generator field regulator, and a two-pole double-throw knife switch.

The breaker is joined in the positive leg of the incoming supply to the panel, whilst the
kni{e switch connects the generator output to one or other of the transmitter filarnent busbars. The latter switch has also two auxiliary blades which join the generator field circuit
to the regulator on the control desk of the transmitter taking the supply. There are thus trro
regulators in parallel in the field circuit of each of the generators in use, that on the panel
normally being lelt in the " resistance in " position.
No interlocking arrangements are incorporated with these panels and care should therefore be taken not to parallel machines, or to employ tho knife switches to open or close the
circuit whilst the generator is excited.

Fork Drive Battery Panel
This panel was originally equipped for controlling tho switching and charging of the
two drive filament batteries when the drive stage of the transmitter was operated as a master
oscillator. The batteries are however no longer in use for the drivo stage and the wirlng of
the panel has been modified.
L7
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TRANSMITTER HALL

Fork Drive Battery Panel.

(Contd,.).

Tho meters and filament machine plug and socket are nolr out of circuit and two of the
four double-pole change-over switches are wired for charging the tr'ork room 6 and l0 volt
batteries located in the Crypt, from any of the three L.T. generators. The switches are
wired through the main filament circuit breaker which must therefore be made before the
batteries can be charged. When the transmitter is running this is, of course, always closed,
but when the transmitter is not running the breaker should be closed and the main fllament
cut-out knife switch should be left open. The generator should be excited and the voltage
run up to the normal working value by means of the regulat,or on the main switchboard.
Control of the charging current is then carried out by means of the regulator on the switchboard

in the Drive room.

Small H.T. Generator Panels. (Iigure

L2)

There are six of these panels in all, divided into two sets of three, each controlling the
output of three generators of a particular type.
At the foot of each panel are three fuses, two joined in the incoming leads from the
generator and the third in the panel voltmeter qircuit. Theso fuses may be replaced, when
necessary, by unscrewing the bakelite cap from the front of the panel and withdrawing the
damaged cartridge. As already explained, non-interchangeable keys are employed to operate
the output, field and interlocking cha,nge-over switches, two such keys being supplied to each

group of panels.
In the positive leg of the outgoing supply from a group of panels to each transmitter is
a contactor, energised from the interlocking circuit o{ the transmitter in question.
An overload release, fitted at the top of the adjacent panel, is joined in the negative leg
of the outgoing circuit, and interrupts the contactor holding circuit when an overload occurs.
The release is reset by opening the front of the container, and restoring the small trip weight
to the vertical position.
Each panel is fitted with a field regulator which is automatically connected in parallel
with that on the control table of the particular transmitter to which the output is connected.

Main H.T. Generator Panels. (Xigure

LZ)

These panels, three in number, are constructed in the {orm of cubicles, access to the
interior of which is gained through doors at the rear of the switchboard.
The two sets of outgoing bus bars are located at the top of the cubicles, and run the
length of the three panels, the change-over switches being mounted immediately beneath
them.
On the face of each panel are f.tted the operating handles of the H.T. breaker, the changeover switch and the field breaker.
The H.T. circuit breaker itself is placed at the top of the panel in front of the bus bars,
and incorporates no-volt and overload releases and an arc extinguishing coil. It is closed
by the downward motion of ihe operating handle on the face of the panel, steel push rods with
a mica insulating section communicating the movement to the breaker.
T9
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A similar device operates the output change-over switch, which is a double-pole double.
throw knife switch, with V blades. In this instance the operating handle is detachable when
the switch is in the ' open ' position. Two handles only, one for each transmitter, are supplied
for the three panels, and are so constructed that they can only connect the supply to the
bus bars of the transmitter to which they correspond. Once this is done, a handle cannot be
removed until the change-over switch is returned to mid position.
The operating mechanisms of the circuit breaker and change-over switch are mounted
side by side, and on the inner side of each is a plate, holed in certain places, which moves with
the switch handle. A hand-operated, laterally-sliding rod engages with the holes in these
plates in such a manner as to prevent the circuit breaker being closed when the change-over
switch is in the mid position, or the latter being opened once the former has been closed.
It is thus impossible initially to make or break the H.T. suppiy circuit with the blades of the
knife switch.
The field circuit of the I{.T. generator is completed by a two-pole circuit breaker, the
operating handle of which is mounted in the centre of the panel. As in the cases already
described. there is a separate field regulator on each panel in addition to those on the transmitter control tables. One of the latter is autouiatically connected in parallel with the former
when the generator output change-over switch is made, auxiliary contacts, operating in
conjunction with the change-over switch, compieting this circuit,.
fn the interlocking system for the H.T. panels, it will be seen that neither the field.
breaker no-' the I{.T. breaker can be closed until the change-over switch has been made iu
one direction or the other, and has thus connected (via its subsidiary contacts) the interlock
system of the transmitter in question to the no-volt, circuits of the two breakers.
Provided that the various contacts on the transmitter portion of the circuit are blosed,
and the change-over switch thrown, both no-volt releases wiII be energised as soon as the H.T.
breaker handle is moved to the reset position. As soon as the breaker is closed an auxiliary
contact holds the circuit through an economy resistance. The field breaker may now also
be closed and the generator excited.
, In the event of the H.T. breaker being brought out whilst the machine is excited, either
by an overload or by one of the transmitter interlocking switches, the field breaker will also
come out. In order to take the inductive discharge from the field windings occasioned by
the sudden break, a resistance is automatically switched across the fleld contacts as soon as
the breaker opens.
A tumbler switch on each panel is connected in the interlocking circuit of the corresponding motor-generator set, so that, if necessary, the latter can be stopped from the Transmitter HaIi.

Grid Bias Generator Panels. (Ii,gure 14)
There are nine oI these panels in all, their arrangement and construction being identical
generator panels already described. They
differ from the latter, however, in that no field regulator contacts are fitted to the change-over
switches, there being no additional rheostats for these machines on the control tables.

in most respects with that of the small II.T.
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TRANSMITTER HALL

Transmitter Interlockin$ Circuit (Iigure

L5)

The transmitter interlocking system, upon which depends the operation of the no-volt
devices and contactors on the Transmitter HaIl switchboard, derives its energising current
from the main bus bars of the small motor-generator switchboard. The interlocking circuits
for the two transmitters are arranged as completely separate systems. A small panel, at

the extreme right-hand end of the Transmitter Hali switchboard, carries two single-pole
double-throw and two single-pole single-throw knife switches, which enable the interlock
circuits of both transmitters to be connected to whichever bus bar is in use on the Machine
room switchboard.
The various transmitter units are enclosed in aluminium casings, access being gained
through doors at the front and rear of each. In order to prevent these doors being opened,
or left open when the various H.T. circuits are alive, a combined safety switch and lock is
incorporated with each unit,. This eonsists of a shaft running from front to rear of the unit'
with an operating handle at either end, the shaft carrying, in addition to locking plates which
engage projections on the doors, several knife switch blades. Of these, one, which is insulated
from the shaft, is set at right angles to the rest, and is so arranged that when the doors are
closed and locked it short-circuits two contacts, thus completing a seetion of the interlocking
circuit. The remaining contacts earth the high terlsion and grid bias terminals of the unit
bef<-rre the doors can be opened, ensuring absolute safety in the event of a breaker or contactor
sticking in the 'closed' position, when the interlocking circuit has been broken. Spring
plungers, which are pushed clear by the closing of the doors, prevent the safety switch being
made when any one of the doors has not been properly closed, by obstructing the movement of the locking plates.
The contacts which are thus shorted by the door switches are conuected in series in
the common interlock supply circuit to the various panels on the switchboard (see Fig. l5).
The interlocking circuit is also broken by a relay, the winding of which is energised from the
main fiIament bus bar. This relay is adjusted so that, it will not operate until the filament
supply has reached about 17 volts, and it is therefore impossible to apply H.T. to the units
until the valves are alight. In the case of the II.T. panels, the interlock circuits also
.
incl.ude trip switches located on the transmitter control table.
The ctrawing shows the interlocking circuits provided on the various panels which are
also shown elsewhere and have already been described. The switches shown in the lower
portion of the Main H.T. Generator (12,000 V. Anode) panel are mechanically interlocked
with the generator output changeover switching which enables any of the three generators
to be associated with either of the two transmitters.
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WATER.COOLING SYSTEM
'-Ihe water-cooling system is shown in schematic form in X'igure 16. A separate enclosed
circulating system using distilled water is employed for each transmitter. The inlet and outlet
connections to the water jackets surrounding the valve anodes consist of rubber hose pipes,
the leakage current through the column of distilled water being negligible. The heated water
from the valve jackets flows into a tank in the Crypt from which it is forced by a rotary

V

ml

Drawing RSlIDll4T14 (Sr. 29).

Fig. 16. Water-Cooling, System.
pump through a cooler and into a gravity tank on the roof of the building, whence it flows
again into the water jackets.
The cooler itself consists of a number of horizontal pipes mounted in the form of a vertical
grid in the centre of a concreted pond, a short distance from the building. Water from this
pond is constantly sprayed against the grid by means of a pump located in the Crypt, thus
ensuring that the water passing through the system is thoroughly cooled. At Moorside Edge,
as a protection against suddon freezing, the cooler is completely immersed and. spray pumps
are not required. At other stations the cooler is emptied overnight in frosty weather when
the circulating pump is shut down, a cock and by-pass being provided for the purpose in the
Crypt.
The normal running condition is for the gravity tank to be fuII to the extent of a slight
overflow, which is passed directly to the lower tank, the latter being almost empty. Should
the pump fail to circulate the water sufiiciently rapidly, thus allowing the lower tank to
fiII, ball cocks in the exhaust from the various panels and in the overflow from the top tank
27
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Water Coolin$ System
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(Contd,)

wiII prevent a flood in the C.ypt. Nevertheless, this condition should be guarded against,
as it is clear that the valves will be improperly cooled as a result, while if the flow should cease
entirely the water in the jackets will quickly evaporate and the valves will be injured.
At the back of the ' B' and ' C' units of the transmitter a three-wa,y cock is provided
which controls the water supply to the unit. Except at Brookmans Park there is also an
external master on-off cock which controls the supply to the whole transmitter. The three
positions of the cock in each unit are ' on,' ' ofi' and ' by-pass.' In the latter position water
flows from the gravity tank into the bottom tank directly and the water circuit in the unit
is cut out. If the hand-wheel is removed, it will be seen that there is a ' T ' mark at the top
of the valve spindle. When the stem of the 'T' points towards the back of the unit the
water is ofi, when it points to the left the water is on, while when it points to the right the
unit is by-passed. The cook is so constructed that when it is in either the 'ofi' or 'by pass'
position the water in the valve jackets can drain away via the inlet connectiou into the draining pipe. As a safeguard against flooding the unit in the event of a water jacket developing
t"rt, and to cope with the overflow from the pet cocks adjacent to each o{ the valve jackets
"when testing for air locks, a metal tray is mounted underneath the valves, with a small drain
pipe leading away to the lower tank.
In the 'B' unit there are two valves operatin! in push-pull and two spare valves, an
arrangement which necessitates separate hose coils for each side of the system. In order
to save space, the inlet and outlet coils for each pair of valves aro wound on the same former,
the water passing through the jackets of both the valve in circuit and the spare, since they
&re never operating together. Each of the 'C' units has separate inlet and outlet coils,
water being fed to the valves from copper headers which run the length of the units. No
provision is made for read.ing the inlet temperature but a thermometer indicating upon a
meter is provided in each of the outlet circuits in the 'B' a'nd 'C' units'
At Brookmans Park only one temperature indicator is provided in the Crypt in the
common outlet from the transmitter, the meter being installed over the ' D ' unit. With the
normal flow of water, i.e. approximately 60 gallons per minute, the rise of temperature of the
water in passing through tle valve jackets is about 20oC. The actual outlet temperature is
largely governed. by that of the atmosphere but should never be allowed to exceed 40oC
(104'n').

A direct check over the operation of the cooling system is given by the Electroflo meter,
which indicates the flow in gallons per minute through the units. The body of the Electroflo
meter is included in the main pipe from the gravity tank and is located in the Crypt. At
Brookmans Park the meter itselJ is located on the top of the 'D' unit but elsewhere it is on
the control table.
The meter operates on the same principle as a Yenturi meter. A plate with an aperture
is inserted in the main inlet and across this plate a difierence of pressure is produced which
is proportional tci the rate of flow of the water. The pressure change is communicated by
.-uU pip"r let into the body of the meter on either side of the orifice plate to a 'IJ' tube
containing mercury. The mercury will stand higher in one branch of the 'U' tube than in
the other, the difierence being proportional to the difierence of pressure. A number of contacts
associated ruith resistance elements are provided in this branch and the mercury by contacting
28
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Water-Cooling System (Contil.l
with them progressively varies the curent in the external electrical circuit containing the
meter which is catbrated in gallons per minute. At Brookmans Park the system employed
is A.C. and a small motor alternator installed in the Crypt is used to provide the necessary
supply.

Warning is given in the eyent of failure of the pump, by a simple float and contact device

in the tank in the Crypt which causes an alarm bell in the Transmitter Eall to ring if the
water rises to an abnormally high level.
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CONTROL ROOM EQUIPMENT
General Arrangement
There are two Control rooms, one normally associated with each transmitter, with
copper gauze built into the walls, ceiling and floor and bonded and earthed in order to obviate

to H.F. induction.
The control desk is arranged to provide two control positions and a central switching
panel. The positions are each provided with a control potentiometer and a programme

troub]e due

\t

meter and the central panel carries the programme switching and telephone keys and the
associated signalling lamps. A hand-microtelephone is provided for use with the controJ
lines. The control room rack carries the ' B' and programme meter amplifiers used on the
two control positions, the check receiver tuned to the wavelength of the transmitter with
which the Control room is normally used, the comprehensive checking and .loudspeaker
amplif.ers, and the various meters, jack6.elds, keys and relays. The 'A' anrplifier
associated with the emergency Studio is installed in one of the Control rooms and the line
termination and testing equipment in the other.
At least four cable circuits are provided communicating with the regional oftices and
are there connected up with the S.B. system. Wherever suitable circuits are obtainable,
all four are arranged to bc available either for piogramme transmission or two-way telephony
a,nd each line is therefore supplied both with an equaliser and with telephone calling and
answering equipment.

The switching facilities in each Control room enable an.v: of the lines, or the output, of
the 'A' amplifier, to be connected to the input of either of the ' B ' amp)ifi.ers associated
v-ith the control positions in that ControJ room. They also enable the output of either 'B '
amplifier to be connected to the input of either transmitter. The programme switching is
performed by relays, the operating circrrits of which are controlled by the keys on the desk.
The amplifier switching is efiected without using relays, the H.T. voltage being applied to
the valves as soon as the supply is switched on, and the L.T. supply to the amplifiers being
controlled by individual switches on the rack.
Checking in the Control room is normally performed in the output of the check receiver,
either on headphones or on the loudspeaker. An L.F. amplifler, connected in the receiver
output, provides progra,mme at a volume sufiicient to operate headphones and is followed
by an additional amplifier for operating the loudspeaker. Extensions to checkphone jacks
on the transmitter control table are provided, while the loudspeaker amplifier in the Control
room also works loudspeakers in certain offices and in the Mess room. The facilities in the
Quality Checking room enable the loudspeaker in that room to be used for reproducing either
programrne, and for comparing the output from the check receiver with that from tho ' B'
amplifier. This comprehensive checking feature is provided by a separate amplifier in each
Control room, with cha,nge-over switching enabling its input to be connected either to the
output of the check receiver or to that of the 'B' amplifier. The switching is normally
controllable from the Quality Checking room, but in the event of comprehensive checking
being required in the Control room the control of the circuits is automatically taken away
from the Quality Checking room.
The emergency Studio is provided with a carbon microphone and a spring-driven
3I
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gramophone. Its 'A' amplifier output is available via the switching to all four control
positions. Red warning iights are provided both in the Studio and just outside, and also
in both Control rooms. These are lighted from the station mains and can be switched on from
either control desk. A buzzer is provided in each Control room, oper&ted from the relay
battery and. controlled by a push switch in the Studio.
The rebroadeasting receiver for relaying the National programme in the event, of
complete.line failure is installed in the Test room together with the variable frequency oscillator.
Circuits communicating with the Test bay in the Control room &re provided for extending
the tone souree output, or the receiver output to this position, where the latter can be plugged

up to the 'B' amplifier input switching when required.
The equipment of the Test bay carries the following testing apparatus :Thermocouple Panel TC/I.
Amplifler Detector ADlz.
500 Cycle Oscillator OS/2.
{or operating the Control rooms are obtained from batteries. The filament
supplies
The
and the H.T. supply at 300 volts. Both batteries are supplied in triplicate,
volts
is
at
6
supply
each Control room and one on-'charge. The supply for operating the
in
for
service
one
relays is at 24 volts, except at Brookmans Park where it is at 6 volts. Duplicate batteries
only are provided, a common battery sufficing for both Control rooms. A small 24 vc:.lt'
battery is used at Brookmans Park for operating the'check receivers.
MOORSIDN EDGE, WDSTERGLEN

AND WASHFARD CROBS

Frogramme Circuits
The lines are wired. (X'igure 20) via fuses and a repeating coil to block connectors at the
top of the Test bay, and thence via break jacks and, at Moorside Edge and Westerglen, via
the make contacts of an I-C relay (Figure 2I), to the equaliser, the output terminals of which
are connected via break jacks d.esignated C.R. No. I and. C.R. No. 2, t'o tlr.e' B' amplifier
switching relays in Control room No. I and Control room No. 2 respectively.
The Studio output is connected via break jacks to the input of the 'A' amplifier, the
two outputs of which are wired via break jacks, each to ' B ' ampliffer input sv'itching relays
in one of the Control rooms.
In the relay field in each Control room there are two relays associated with each line
and. also two assoeiated with the Studio. The make contacts of one of each pair of relays
are connected, via the control potentiometer and break jacks, to the input of one of the
' B' amplifiers in the Control room, and the make contacts of the other relay are similarly
connected to the input of the other ' B' amplifier. The output of each 'B' amplif'er is
connected via break jacks to the input of the associated progra,mme meter amplifier and to
the make contacts of two relays. Tho travellers of one of these relays are connected, via
break jacks, to the line connected to No. I Transmitter input and those of the other relay
to the line connected to No. 2 Transmitter input. At Westerglen and'Washford Cross, the
input of the comprehensive checking amplifier is wired, as shown, via a break jack, in parallel
33
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with the line supplying programme to the transmitter normally associated with the particular
Control room. At Moorside Edge the outputs of both ' B ' amplifiers in the Control room are
directly wired to the comprehensive checking circuit.
The operations for connecting a particular line, or the Studio output, via a ' B' amplifier
to a particular transmitter input, consist of throwing the Line key associated with the particular line, or the Studio key, as the case may be, and the Transmitter key associated with
'ohe particular transmitter input, each to the position associated with the particular 'B'
amplifier.

For exa,mple, the operation
(see tr'igure l7),

in Control room No.

I

of the Line

I key to the B, position

(a) Connects -24 volts to the windings of relay LrB. in Control room No. l, which

operates and connects the line across the input of B, amplifier in Control room No. 1.
(b) Connects -24 volts to one side of the Line I engaged, lamp (located over the Line I
key) in both Corrtuol rooms, causing the lamps to light.
(c) Connects -24 volts to one side of the B, control engaged,l,omp in Control room No. I
(located over the control potentiometei associated with B, amplif.er) which lights.
The operation of the Studio key in Control room No. I to the B, position (see tr'igure 18)
similarly causes the operation of relay AB, in Control room No. I, thereby connecting the
No. I output of the 'A' amplifier to the input of the B, amplifler in that Control room and
lighting the B, comtrol engaged, lamp in Control room No. I and the stuilio engaged, lamyt
(located over the Studio key) in both Contuol rooms.
The operation of a transmitter key, say Trans. No. I key in control room, No. 1, to
the B, position (see Figure l8),
(a) Connects -24 volts to one side of the winding of relay T1B., which operates and
connects the output of the B, amplifier in Control room No. I to the input of
Transmitter No. l.
(b) Connects -24 volts to one side of the Trans. No. I engageil lamp (located over the
Trans. No. 1 key) inboth control rooms, causing the lamps to light.

Studio Wiring
The arrangement, of the Studio wiring is shown in f igure Ig.
The apparatus is mounted in the gramophone desk, the microphone connections being
made via one standard S-pin plug and socket, and the output and polarising battery supply
connections via another. The polarising is provided by the 6 volt battery and the supply
to the microphone is switched on with the 'A' amplifier.
The microphone is wired in series with the polarising supply and an L.F. choke, and the
latter causes the L.X'. output to be applied, via the condenser, across the output
terminals when the switch is in the Mic. position. A 2,000 ohm resistance is connected across
the output circuit in order to maintain the potential across the condenser when the
output circuit is interrupted, and thus to prevent 'clicks.'
35
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The pick-up is wired via a transformer to the other side of the switch and its output is
thus connected across the output terminals when the switch is in the Gram. position. The
tuned acceptor circuit shunted. a,cross the primary of the transformer, provides correction
for the reson&nce of the pick-up, and the resistance-shunted choke, connected in series with
the transformer secondary, provides bass correction to compensate for the bass attenuation
introduced in the recording.

Telephone Calling and Answering Equipment (Moorsid,e Ed,ge

e'nd
Westerglen)
The line, as has been stated, is connected via the fuses, repeating coil and break jacks,
to the travellers of the associated LC relay. This relay when operated, as the result of the
operation of the associated Line key in either Control room, connects the line via the equaliser
to the input of a 'B' amplifier, as already described. In the unoperated condition of the
LC relay, the line is connected via break contacts of the LCO relay across the calling winding
of the L relay.
Ringing current incoming ca,uses the L relaj, to operate (X'igure 2l). This relay upon
operation,

(a) Provides a holding circuit for itself (-24 volts, winding of b'tzzer relay, break
contacts of LCO relay, make contacts of L relay, holding winding of. L relay, 124
volts.)

(b) Completes a circuit for the calling lamp which lights (in parallel in both Control
rooms).

(c) Completes a circuit for the operation of the brzzer relay and thereby causes the
calling b:uzzet: to operate.
To answer a call, the Speak-Ring key is operated to the Speak position. This operation
connects the telephone across the line, via the contacts of the key, and also provides a circuit
for the operation of the LCO relay, which cuts off the calling circuit and also interrupts the
holding circuit of the L relay, thereby silencing t'hebtzzer and extinguishing the calling lamp.

also provides a circuit for the operation of the loudspeaker cut-of relay. The talking
current is provided by the relay battery, and is switched on by the operation of the key
to the Speak position. On the completion of the conversation the Speak-Ring key is
restored to normal and the circuit returns to the condition shown in the drawing.
To originate a call the Speak-Ring key is operated to the Ring position. This

It

operation,
(a) Completes a circuit for the operation of the LCO relay, which cuts ofi the calling
circuit, thereby preventing the outgoing ring from operating the calling equipment.
(b) Completes a circuit for the operation of the dynamotor starting relay, whereupon

the dynamotor starts up on lhe 24 volt battery supply.
Connects the line via the key contacts to the ringer output, terminals.
The key is non-Iocking in the Ring position. On operation of the Speak-Ring key to
the Speak position, the talking circuit is established, as previouslv described.

(c)
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One of the lines will normally be required to be extended from the control position to
the station office for general communication purposes. The circuit associated with this line
therefore includes a key for this purpose in one of the Control rooms, and is shown in Figure 22.
Normally, the G.O. key will be operated, disconnecting the control room calling and answering
equipment, and extending the line to the switchboard in the General Ofiice. The engaged
Iamps over the associated Line key in both Control rooms, and over the G.O. key, are lighted
when the G.O. key is in the operated position. If this line is required for control purposes,
the G.O. key is restored to normal, whereupon the line is connected via the contacts of the
key to the control room calling equipment and both lamps are extinguished. The operation
of the circuit is then similar to that of Figure 21.

Telephone Calling and Answering Equipment (Washfard Cross)
At Washford Cross the programme lines, Nos. I and 2, have a one-way repeater

at
Taunton, and therefore cannot be used for telephony; consequently, no calling equipment
is provided for these lines. Similarly, the LC relay is omitted from the calling equipment
associated with the control lines, Nos. 3 and 4; since these cannot be used for programme.
The circuits, which are shown in X'igures 23 and 24, incorporate a sensitive calling circuit
because the equivalent of the lines is too great otherwise to ensure satisfactory operation.
The tuned circuit, of the RR relay, comprising its two windings connected in series through
a I ,rn'condenser, is connected across the line over break contacts of the LCO relay. This
circuit has a maximum response at the ringing frequency of 16 c/s and is considerably more
sensitive than the usual line relay. The RR relay operates on the incoming ring, thereby
interrupting the circuit of the normally operated LRR relay, which releases completing the
circuit of the ringer starting relay to -24 volts via the lead marked 'C,' and connecting
the output of the station ringer across the "line" winding of the Line relay which is of the
normal type. This relay upon operation provides a holding circuit for itself via the third

back contact of the LCO relay and the winding of the btzzer relay, which operates

completing the buzzer circuit. It also lights the associated calling lamp in both Control
rooms. Operation of the Speak-Ring key to Speak for answering, causes the LCO relay
to operate. This releases the Line relay, silences the brtzzer and extinguishes the calling
lamps. The rest of the operation is the same &s that of the normal circuit described above.
The circuit for Line 4 (Figure 23) includes, in one of the Control rooms, a G.O. key with
lamp, to enable this line to be extended to the General Office. With the koy normal, the
line is extended, over its break cont,acts and the break jacks, to the travellers of the SpeakRing key in both Control rooms, and the circuit operates in the same manner as that just
described. With the G.O. key operated, this connection is interrupted and the following
conditions are set up:-

(a) An engaged lamp lights in both Control rooms.
(b) The incoming line is connected to the General Office extension.
(c) The operating circuit of the LCO relay is connected, in parallel with that of the
Ring C.O. relay, to a switching wire {rom the General Ofiice switchboard.
(d) The local ringing circuit is connected across the General Office extension.
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The sensitive calling relay RR remains connected across the incoming Iine over the
break contacts of the LCO relay, and the ' line ' winding of the Line rela,y remains connected,
in parallel with the General Office extension, in the output of the local ringer, over the break
contacts of the normally operated LRR relay. The circuit operates in the manner described
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(Moorei,il'e Eilge.)

ring being received both on the Genera,l Office switchboard and in the
Control room by the lighting of the calling lamp and sounding of the buzzer. When the call
is answered, an earth is placed on the third wire causing the operation of the LCO and Ring
CO relays. The former drops off the Line relay thereby silencing the control room buzzer
and extinguishing the calling lamp and the latter disconnects the Line relay winding which
is looped across the General Oliice extension line.
a,bove, an incoming

Comprehensive Checking Circuit (Moorsid,e
The circuit for Moorside Edge is shown in Figure
but the other is similarly equipped.

Edge)

25.

OnIy one Control room is shown

The control room loudspeaker is connected, via the contacts of relay 8 and of the
normally-operated relay 6, in the output of the LSA amplifier. The inpub of this amplifi.er
is permanently connected to the output of the LX'T amplifier which opelates in the output
of the check receiver.
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Relay 8 operates, disconnecting the control room loudspeaker, when the loudspeaker
kev is thrown to the Off position and also when the Speak-Ring key is thrown to the Speak
position.
With the comprehensive checking key in the rnicl position, relay 6 is held operatetl via
the break contact of relay 5, and control of the srr.itching circuits is extenclerl to the Quality
Checking room. If it is desirecl to check the programme originating in Llontlol rourn No. I,
the selecting key must be thrown to the position designated C.R.l. This causes r.elav 7
(CCA.I ) to operate (via the break contacts of relav CCA.2 in Control roorn No. 2) anrl
connect the quality checking room loudspeaker across t,he output of the comprehensivc

checking amplifier, LCT/I.
Operation of the change-over key in the Quality Checking room to the Radio position,
completes a circuit for the operation of relay 4, via contacts of the progra,mme selection key
(in the C.R.l position) and of the comprehensive checking key in Control room No. 1 (in its
unoperated position) and the break contact of relay 3. ll,elay 4, upon operation, connects
the output of the LX'T amplifier to the input of the comprehensive checking amplifier.
Operation of the change-over key in the Quality Checking room to the ' B ' amplifier
position, completes a circuit for the operation of relay 3, via the contacts of the progra,mme
selection key in the Quality Checking room which has been operated to the C.R.l position,
the comprehensive checking key in Control room No. 1 which is in its mid posioion, and
the break contact of relay 4. This connects the output from t,he potentiorneter across the
input of the comprehensive cheching amplifier and interrupts the operating circuit of relay 4.
Via the contacts of the ' B ' amplifier key, it also provides a circuit for the operation of either
relay I or relay 2, depending upon the manner in which this key has been operated, thereby
causing the output of either amplifier B, or amplifier B, in Control room No. I to be connected
across the input of the potentiometer. The kev should, of course, be thrown to the position
that, corresponds with the ' B ' amplifler lvhich is being used for transmitting the prograrnme.
The potentiometer is used for adjusting the volume of the ' B ' amplifi.er output to equality
with that from the check receiver in the Ltr'T amplifiel output.
With the comprehensive checking key in the Control room in its mid position, a circuit,
is provided over t'he key contacts for the indicating lamp associated with the LSA amplifier
which will therefore light, indicating that the control room loudspeaker is connected in the
output, of this amplifler so that the checking will be performed by means of the check receiver.
l{ comprehensive checking is required in the Control room, the necessary switching is
performed v'ith the comprehensive checking key. When this ke1, is opelat,ecl into either of
its off-normal positions, the indicating lamp associated with the LSA amplifier will be
extinguishecl and that associated with the comprehensive checking amplifier will light. The
operating circuit of relay 6 will also be broken and that of relay 5 made. Tlie input to the
control room loudspeaker is thus transferred from the output of the LSA amplifier to the
output of the comprehensive checking amplifi.er. The change-over key in the Quality Checking
room will also be rendered inefiective, the circuit set up by this liey in either position being
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interrupted at contacts of the comprehensive checking key in the Control room. If, therefore,
the programme selection key in the Quality Checking room is operated to the position
associated with the Control room in which comprehensive checking is being used, the source
of the programme reproduced by the quality checking room loudspeaker will be determined
by the setting of the comprehensive checking key in the Control room.

Dra.uing 4.1615, lssue 5.

Fig. 26. Cornprehensive Checking Circuit.
(W esrerglen, W ashJord

If

C

rossl.

the comprehensive checking key is thrown to the Radio position, a circuit is provided
for the operation of relay 4 which connects the output of the LX'T amplifier across the input
of the comprehensive checking amplifier. If the key is thrown to the ' B ' amplifier position,
it completes the operating eircuit, of relay 3 which connects the output of the potentiometer
across the input, of the comprehensive checking amplifier. A circuit, is also completed via
the contacts of the ' B ' amplifier selecting key, for the opera,tion of either relay 1 or ralay 2
which connects the output of either amplifier B, or amplifier B, respectivel;r, a,cros$ the input
of the potentiometer, depending upon t,he manner in which the key has been operated.
The checkphone jacks in the Control room and a,Iso on the transmitter control table
are wired to a separate output, of the Ln'T amp1ifier, and other loudspeakers in the building
are wired to the output of the LSA amplifier. These circuits are therefore not affected by
the comprehensive checking switching.
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X'igure 26 shows the arrangement of the comprehensive checking circuit for Westerglen
and Washford Cross and again shows only the circuit for Control room No. l.
The input change-over relay in this case is incorporated in the comprehensive checking
amplifier LCTl2, which has two frrst stages, one connected in the output of the Ln'T amplifi.er,
and the other connected via break jacks to the transmitter Iine (see X'igure 20). The relay
switches the grid connection of the valve in the second stage of the amp1ifier. In its
unoperated condition it connects the output of the first stage connected in the Ln'T amplifi.er
output. and in its operated condition it connects the output of the first stage connected across
the transmitter line. The ' B ' amplifier output switching, by means of which the transmitter
line is connected to the output of either amplifier B, or amplif.er B, is performed by the
programme switching keys, as has already been described.
The comprehensive checking key in the Control room has three positions designated
LST|2,'B ' Out and 'Radio.' In the Control room, checking is normally performed in
the output of the LST/2 amplifier, the input of which is permanentlv connected to the output
of the LX'T unit operating in the output of the check receiver. When the key is thrown to
the LST/2 position, the operating circuit of the loudspeaker change-over relay is broken and
the control room loudspeaker is therefore corinected, via the contacts of the LS cut-off
relay and the contacts of the LS change-over relay, in the output of the loudspeaker amplifier
(LST/2). The operating circuit of the change-over relay in tlr.e LCT12 amplifier is extended
via the key contacts to one of the travellers of the listening room relay. The operating
circuit of the LT relay of the LCTII amplifier is also extended via the key contacts to the
contacts of the programme selecting key in the Quality Checking room. When this key is
thrown, say, to its C.R.l position, both the listening room relay and the L.T. relay of the
LCTI? amplifier will operate. The latter switches on the amplif.er and the listening room
relay coirnects the loudspeaker in the Quality Checking room across the output of the LCT/2
amplifier in Control room No. l, and also extends the operating circuit of the relay in the LCT/2
amplifier to the contacts of the change-over key in the Quality Checking room. If this
key is in the Radio position, the relay circuit is broken and the input is derived from the check
receiver. while if the key is thrown to the ' B ' Out position, the relay operates, disconnecting
the check receiver input and connecting that obtained Irom the transmitter line.
If the comprehensive checking key in the Control room is operated to either of its other
positions, a circuit for the operation of the L.T. relay of t}r.e LCT 12 amplifier is provided over
the contacts of the comprehensive checking key, and the operating circuit of the relay in
the LCT/2 amplifier is disconnected from the extension circuit so that the change-over key
in the Quality Checking room is rendered ineffective. The operating circuit of the LS changeover relay is also completed in either of these positions and the control room loudspeaker

is thus transferred to the output of the LCTI2 amplifi.er. With the key in the 'B' Out
position, the operating circuit of the relay in the LCT 12 amplifier is completed, and with the
key in the Radio position it is interrupted. If the programme selecting key in the Quality
Checking room is now thrown to the C.R.l position, the listening room relay wiII operate
as before, connecting the loudspeaker in that room in the output of the LC'I 12 amplifier,
but the source of the programme will be determined by the setting of the comprehensive
checking key in the Control room.
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The circuit for Brookmans Park appears in X'igure 27.
There are five lines, each equipped with switching facilities to enable it to be used either
for transmission or for control. There are two keys in each Control room associated with
each line. The make contacts of both keys are wired via the equalisers, a repeating coil,
fuses and U-Iinks, to the cable ends. In the case of Line 5, connection to the keys in both
Control rooms is taken via the make contacts of the G.O. key in Control room No. 2, the
break contacts of which are wired to the switchboard in the General Ofiice.
One of the keys is used for performing the 'B ' amplifier input switching, and its offnormal positions are designated B, and 82, respectively. When the key is thrown to either
position the line is extended via the travellers of the key to the control potentiometer of
the particular 'B' amplifier and thence to the amplifier input. A similar change-over key
is provided in each Control room for switching the Studio ' A ' amplifier output to the output

'B' amplifier.
The outputs of the two ' B' amplifiers in each Control room are wired, via the usual
break jacks, each to one side of the two transmitter keys and of one of the comprehensive
checking keys in that Control room. A programme meter amplifier is also connected in the
output of each 'B' amplifer and the meter..in each case a,ppears on the associated control
position.
The second Line key in each Control room is the telephone key, and via its make contacts
in the Tele position, the particular line is connected across the telephone calling circuit,
only one of which is provided in each Control room. In Control room No. 2, except in the
case of Line 4, the other side of the telephone keys are aII wired to & common test jack on
the Test bay, but in Control room No. I they are left unwired. In the case of Line 4 the
travellers on this side are connected, in both Control rooms, to a jack in the 'A' unit of the
transmitter for frequency checking purposes. (If the transmitter is not on its exact frequency,
Tatsfield sends the 'beat' note up this line for re{erence when adjusting the {requency of
the external master oscillator.)
When either of the keys associated with a particular line in either Control room is thrown
to one o{ its off-normal positions, the circuit of the associated line engaged lamps, one in each
Control room, is completed. In the case of Line 5 the engaged lamps are also lighted when
the G.O. key is in its normal position, indicating that the line is extended to the General
Ofiice. Engaged lamps are similarly provided in both Control rooms over the Studio key
and over each of the Transmitter keys, and their circuit is completed whenever the associated
key is operated to either of its normal positions.
Lines l-4 are each equipped with a calling lamp circuit to register an incoming ring
should one be received when both Line keys are normal. The line is wired, via break contacts
of the cut-ofi relay, across the 'ring' winding of the calling relay. If an incoming ring is
received the latter relay operates, completing the circuit for the associated calling lamps,
one in each Control room, and also its own holding circuit over another break contact of the
cut.ofi relay. Operation of the telephone key to the Tele position in either Control room,
of either
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answer the call (and similarly the operation of either Line key to the off-normal
position) completes the operating circuit o{ the line cut-off relay. This, upon operation,
disconnects the 'ring ' winding of the calling relay from the line, and releases the calling
relay, thereby extinguishing the calling lamp.
When the telephone key is in the Tele position, the line is extended to the travellers
of the Speak-Ring key and is connected via its break contacts across the 'ring' winding
of the calling relay in the common calling circuit.
An incoming ring, received from a line of which the telephone key in either Control
room ha,s been left operated, causes this relay to operate and thereby completes !,he' btzzer'
circuit and locks itself up over its own make contact,.
To answer a call the Speak-Ring key is operated to the Speak position. This silences
the b:uzze.r by interrupting the holding circuit of the calling relay, connects the line across
the secondary of the induction coil, switches on the 'talking' current by completing the
primary circuit to earth, and cuts ofi the control room Ioudspeaker by completing a circuii,
for the operation of the cut-off relay.
To originate a call the telephone key of the'line must be thrown to the Tele position
and the Speak-Ring key to the Ring position. This transfers the line connection from the
winding of the calling relay to the output of the ringer and also completes the circuit for
the operation of the ringer starting relay which connects the ringer across the station mains.
A 3-pole, Z-way, tumbler switch is provided on the dynamotor switching panel in Control
room No. 1 for bringing either ringer No. I or ringer No. 2 into service.

Comprehensive Checking Circuit
The control room loudspeaker can be connected by means of a change-over key so that
it, operates either in the output of the LSA amplifi.er or in that of the LSCCA (LSC/l) amplifier.
The LSA amplifier, which is that normally used for checking, operates in the output of the
LX'T amplifier which in turn operates in the output of the check receiver. The LSC amplifier
is used for comprehensive checking and has two inputs. One of these is connected via the

make contacts of the relay designated Radio output to the output of the LX'T amplifier,
and the other is connected via the make contacts of the relay desiguated 'B ' output to
the travellers of the B.-8, key. The operation of these relays is controlled by the key
designated Radio-'B' Out. In the Radio position the Radio output relay is operated,
completing the radio input connection to the LSC amplifier and, over its break contact,
interrupting the operating circuit of the 'B ' output relay. When the key is operated to
the 'B ' Out position it completes the circuit for the operation of the ' B ' output relay,
which completes the ' B ' output connection to the input of the LSC amplifier as far as
the travellers of the Br-B, key, to the make contacts of #hich, as has already been stated

the outputs of the two 'B' amplifiers are connected. Over its break contact the rolay
interrupts the operating circuit of the Radio Output relay.
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No provision is made for varying the relative levels of the two inputs to the LSC amplifier
but a permanent adjustment is made in the amplif.er by means o{ resistances in series in the

input leads.
In the Quality Checking room facilties a,re provided for listening to either the check
receiver or the 'B' amplifier output of either Control room. Three change-oYer keys are
provid.ed. One, when operated to either of its off-normal positions, which are designated
CR, and CR, causes the operation of a relay which connects the input of the quality checking
room loudspeaker in the output of tho LSC amplifier of the Control room selected. The
other two keys, one for ea,ch Control room, have their ofi-normal positions designated Radio
and. 'B , Out and, provided that the corresponding key in the Control room is normal,
control the operation of the Radio output and 'B ' output relays, and thus the input connection to the LSC amplifier. When comprehensive checking is being used in the Control
room, and the Radio-'B' Out key in the Control room is therefore operated to an offnormal position, the connections to the corresponding key in the Quality Checking room
are interrupted.
X'igure 27 aLso shows the Studio red light and'signalling circuits.

Battery Supply and Char$ing Arran$ements (ALL STATI0NS\
Motor-generator sets, driven from the station mains, are used for charging the L.T.
and,24 volt relay batteries. The L.T. motor-generator is supplied in duplicate but only one
24 volt motor-generator is provided. The II.T. battery is charged directly from the station
mains via resistances, the battery being divided into two 150 volt sections for the purpose.
At Brookmans Park the 6 volt relay battery and ltre 24 volt L.T. ba,ttery for the check
receivers are also charged via resistances from the station mains.
The ama,ngement of the circuits is shown in X'igure 28.
The circuits associated with the L.T. motor-generators are shown on the right, t'hose
for each set being id.entical. The ma,ins supply to the motor is connected via a double-pole
switch, and the positive lead. includes a, single-pole contactor, its overload coil and the motor
starting resistance. Before the sta,rting switch ca,n be closed its a,rm must be pressed downwards so that it makes its auxiliary contact and thereby completes the opera,ting circuit of
the contactor (one side of ma,ins, no-volt coil of contactor, auxiliary switch of starter, overload
release contacts, tripping button, other side of mains). When the starter switch is closedit breaks its a,uxiliary contact but the contactor is held operated over its own auxiliary contactThe generator output, is connected to one side of the double-pole generator cha,nge-over
switch. The blades of this switch are connected to the common battery charging bus bars,
the negative lead directly and the positive lead via a single-pole circuit breaker in series
with its overload coil. The circuit breaker is held in by a no-volt release, the coil of which
is energised from the generator output via the breaker itself. The fields of the motor and
the generator, the Iatter in series with a regulator, are connected across the station mains
.+6
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the motor contactor. An indicating lamp on the panel is also similarly

with each battery there is a double-pole, double-throw

charge-discharge

switch, and an &mmeter which indicates either the charging or the discharge current, according
to the position of the switch. In the discharge circuit there is another double-pole, changeover switch for connecting the battery output to Control room No. I or to Control room No. 2.
A voltmeter, provided with a multi-position switch, enables the voltage of any of the
three batteries or that of the generator to be read as required.
Each of the H.T. batteries is divided into two 150 volt sections connected to the blades
of a four-pole change-over switch. When the switch is in the discharg,e positron, the two
sections of the battery are connected in series and, via the blades o{ a double-pole change-over
switch, either to Control room No. I or to Control room No. 2. An ammeter is included in
the lead to each Control room. When the four-pole switch is in the charge position, each
half of the battery is connected across the mains, via an individual ammeter and charging
resistance, and via a rerrerse current cut,-out which is common to both. A voltmeter is
provided and a multi-position switch, which enables the voltage of any of the three barteries
or that across either half of the battery on chargo to be read.
The motor circuit of the 24 vollu motor-generator set is identical with that of the L.T.
motor-generator set already described.
The generator output is connected to the charging bus bars via a reverse current, cutout and ammeter. The fleld windings of the motor and generator are connected, that of

the generator via a regulator, in parallel with a lamp on the panel, and in series with the
motor contactor across the station mains. Associated with each battery there is a doublepole, cha,nge-over switch enabling the battery to be connected either to the charging bus bars
or to a distribution circuit commorl to both Control rooms. The voltmeter, in conjunction
with its multi-position switch, can be used to read the voltage of either battery or that of
the generator.
At Moorside Edge, Westerglen and Washford Cross, the switchgear described is all
mounted on the rack in the motor-generator room and the batteries are installed in a separate
room.

The 24 volt motor-generator circuits do not apply at Brookmans Park, but the L.T.
and H.T. charging and distribution arrangements are exactly the same as at the other stations.
The L.T. battery and generator are installed in a room adjoining Control r:oom No. 2 and
the H.T. battery in a room adjoining Control room No. l. The L.T. switchboard is therefore
installed in Control room No. 2 and the II.T. switchboard in Control room No. l. In addition

to the equipment shown in Figure 28, a three-pole single-throw switch is provided on the
H.T. switchboard in Control room No. I for isolating the incoming L.T. supply if required.
The third pole of the switch completes a lamp circuit from the mains to indicate on tho L.T.
switchboard in Control room No. 2 when the switch is closed. Similarly a switch is provided
on the L.T. switchboard in Control room No. 2 for isolating the incoming H.T. supply and
for providing an indication on the H.T. switchboard in Control room No. I when the circuit
is completed. The relay battery, as previously stated, is only 6 volts and this, likc the 24
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volt battery for operating the check receivers, is charged via lamps from the mains. The
duplicate batteries in each case are installed in the L.T. Battery room together with a small
charging and distribution switchboard.
On the switchboards fuses are provided in the circuits, as shown in X'igure 28. In the
Control rooms the various circuits are connected to the supplies via individual fuses which
are mounted on the battery panels on the control room rack. At Moorside Edge, Westerglen
and Washford Cross, the L.T. battery fuses are of the P.O. 20/5 cartridge type, rated at 5.0 A,
the II.T. fuses are of the 'siemens' glass type, rated at 0.3 A, and the relay battery fuses
are of the P.O. 3f/2 alarm type, rated at 1.0 A, but no alarm circuit is provided. At, Brobkmans Park the L.T. fuses are of the cartridge type and the I{.T. fuses of the alarm type ;
in the case of the reldy battery there is only one cartridge type fuse which is common to all
the relay circuits in each Control room.
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